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THE ART UNION. IQ9 

MANUFACTURED REPUTATIONS. 

TOO many of the articles upon art topics that appear 
from time to time in the daily newspapers, are not 

of a c-haracter that call for more than the ephemeral life 
which is indeed the only excuse for their existence. 

But an article upon "The Manufacture of Reputations," 
that appeared recently in the Evening Post deserves the 
careful consideration of all picture buyers-there is truth 
in it and it is clearly expressed-our only criticism of the 

pa, er is that the writer should not have confined the manu 
facture of spurious reputations to the English picture-deal 
ers-as their French and German brethren are not at all 
behind them in that business. A few years ago, Koek 
Koek, Meyer-Von Bremen, Von Schendel and Verboeck 
hoven, were the rage, and no gentleman's collection could 
afford to be without them. Their histories will be repeated 
by some present favorites, and so the play will go on. We 
reproduce from the Post the article referred to. 

"We have recently had occasion to call attention to the manufacture of 

spurious chefs d'owuvre of great masters, through which we are threatened 

with a general inundation of counterfeit canvases. There is another kind of 

fabrication which is likely to be as dangerous to the finances of inex 

perienced collectors as the former. This is in the studious fabrication of 

spurious reputations. The art by which it is done is more subtle and less 

assailable legally. It is generally, if not always, the operation of Euro 

pean dealers who, having made contracts with painters not in public grace 

yet, force them into reputation by persistent puffery, mainly in journals 

which they control or own, or by raising the prices of their works by an 

ingenious system of sales at auction in which their prices steadily increase. 

This is done thus: The dealer, A, having sold a picture by one of his 

own artists,' X. to a client, B, with the guarantee that if he ever wishes 

to sell it again, he will get an advance on the price he paid for it, goes to 

C, who wants to invest safely in pictures, and assuring him of the security 

of any investment in the works of X, gets the order to buy something of 

his. When the picture comes to the hammer again it is sold for an ad 

vance on the last price. and if A has found a third customer, D, to order 

him to buy it for him, which is most likely to be the case, it goes into a 

new collection under the same conditions. If not, it goes into the stock 

of A, for sale as the work of a man whose value is rising, as is shown by 

the previous, sales, and, with a modicum of attractiveness, makes a 

tremendous run in time, the values in many cases rising to three or four 

times the first price paid within as many years, the dealer getting his com 

mission as a safe broker at every sale, and the last owner before the re 

action (which is in a large majority of cases certain to come sooner or 

later) paying the penalty of the aggregate credulity. 

'This is no picture of the imagination, but an actual statement of affairs 

within the knowledge of any one in the secrets of the English picture trade. 

Of course, with time, the artists so exalted find their level, and the spuri 

ous reputation which has represented so much money value, disappears, 

for it is very rarely the case that the dealers are clear-sighted enough to 

select the immortals as their proteges, and we see that neither Turner, 

whose pictures have been one of the most profitable investments ever made 

in their kind, or Millet, scarcely less so, acquired the grace of the dealers, 

and themselves never saw the prices which their works have lately brought. 

If a dealer had been wise enough to see the future greatness of Millet in 

I840, and had rescued him from poverty, he would have deserved the 

fortune he would have acquired. They are always the little men, with 

superficial qualities, who catch the eye of the dealers (rarely good judges 

of art), and whose pictures lend themselves most readily to the delusion of 

people who have money to spend and no art education to direct the spend 

ing of it. This leaves the great prizes after all to the genuine connoisseur 

and amateur-i.e., the man who at once knows and loves art. The 

painters who have been forced into spurious and temporary greatness by 

this process of nursing reputations are more numerous than the public 

would believe or than we should care to say. Celebrity has grown cheap, 
and is worth as much as cheap things generally are. A man who knows 

nothing about art is as blind an investor in pictures as a speculator in 

railway shares who knows nothing of railway statistics, and is as easily 
taken by the auctioneer's assurance that the celebrated A. B. C. pupil of 

D. E. F., is one of the greatest painters of the day and a rising luminary, 

as is the most naYf countryman by the confidence man. The values of 

art are already too difficultly recognizable-let them not become in ad 

dition illusory." 

MR. HOVENDEN'S JOHN BROWN PICTURE. 

MR. Thomas Hovenden has recently completed his 
painting of " The Last Moments of John Brown," 

and the picture is now on exhibition at Kncedler's gallery, 
where, during the past two weeks, it has attracted much at 
tion. The following, from the New York Tribune, well 
describes the picture: 

"Mr. Hovenden has chosen the moment when Brown, descending the 

steps of the jail on his way to the gallows, paused to kiss a negro child in 

its mother's arms. The brown suit and carpet slippers worn by the old 

hero, as well as the rope around his neck, have been ascertained by the 

artist to be historically correct. The cords pinioning the arms barely 

allow the left hand to grasp the railing, while the right is extended in a 

gesture full of pathos. Brown's head is slightly thrown back and the face 

therefore a little foreshortened. The white beard against which the round 

black-head of the negro child stands boldly out and the upright masses of 

gray hair serve as accents, but it seems that something more is needed. 

At the left and a little behind, is the sheriff with the death-warrant, his 

action expressive of astonishment at the scene; and armed citizens, good 

Southern types, crowd the doorway. The walk at the foot of the steps is 

clear, and two soldiers on each side of the passageway keep back the ex 

cited crowd of negroes, mulattoes and whites. On the left a brutal-look 

ing guard thrusts back with the butt of his musket a cringing colored man 

who, tattered hat in hand, pleads for permission to approach his would-be 

saviour. A coal-black negro boy, an excellent type, thrusts his head 

forward beyond the guard, and there are other minor actors in this stirring 

scene. 

" It is evident that Mr. Hovenden has been thoroughly in earnest, and 

that this has been to him a serious work. As such it should be recognized, 

for ambitious and intelligent attempts to portray scenes in American his-' 

tory are too rare to pass unnoticed. What the artist has aimed at is to 

present a faithful record of a scene which, take it all in all, was perhaps 

the most characteristic in the life of John Brown. This is not an imagin 

ative work, not an especially suggestive picture in the emotional or artistic 

sense, but rather an intellectual effort at transcription; plain Anglo-Saxon, 

rather than French. 

" It is over two year-s since the artist received his commission from Mr. 

Robbins Battell, and during that time he has occupied himself faithfully 

and conscientiously with the subject, in which he has felt a strong person 

al interest. Mr. Hovenden has visited Harper's Ferry and adjacent towns, 

conversed with Captain Avis, John Brown's jailer, and gathered informa 

tion from members of the Jefferson Guards of Charleston, Va., who were 

on guard at the jail on the day of the execution, as shown in this picture. 

By a curious coincidence the building at Plymouth Meeting, Penn.:, used 

by the artist as .his studio, was, in ante-bellum days, a station of the 

famous 'underground railway,' by which so many slaves were helped to 

freedom. From old-time abolitionists resident in this town and in Phila 

delphia Mr. Hovenden has gathered many useful hints. Of the various 

portraits of Brown which he has studied one of the most useful was a 

photograph loaned by Dr. Furniss of Philadelphia. An extract from the 

New York Tribzune of November 5, I859, describing Brown's appearance 

as he emerged from the jail, has helped the artist's decision to soften 

somewhat the harsh features 'of his subject and to impart an expression 

gentler than is usually seen in the portraits and befitting the occasion. In 

his inquiries Mr. Hovenden found the tradition preserved of The Tribune 

correspondent who risked his life to be present before and at the execution." 
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